From: Gwyneth Taylor
Sent: 03 March 2019 17:47
To: Wylfa Newydd <wylfa@pins.gsi.gov.uk>
Subject: Reference telephone call by Kay Sully (Case Manager) on 27/02/2019

To whom it may concern
This email with info is the result over the past two or three years

Unable to sleep when working nights due to machinery when
drilling the land
No exit or entrance from our own property nearly every day due
to them blocking our entrance with their equipment or
deliveries. The least they could have done is warn us before
hand so that we could have at least parked our cars outside the
gate. Getting to appointments late as unable to get out due to
Horizon deliveries. The wheelie bins couldn’t be emptied and
the postman couldn’t deliver.

When the first plans were drawn up, we did not have an
entrance or exit so that meant we would never be able to leave
our property, we did ask if they were going to provide us with a
helicopter and landing pad and we weren’t joking. Running
parallel to our garden is the entrance and drive down to the
water treatment works which requires 24hr access. When we
asked about this, they were not even aware that there was a
water plant there. Glad to see that they have thoroughly
checked the layout at Llanfaethlu before starting on the plans
for such a large project!!!

The attitude by Horizon and it’s cronies appeared to be ‘we can

do what the hell we want, so tough luck’

Over the years we have spoken to their Land Agents and
solicitors. They promise to help us but never do and we are
never able to speak to the same person twice so we keep
having to repeat the whole story each time. We now suffer from
Horizon fatigue.

Unfortunately our gate is right next to the entrance to a field
purchased by Horizon, right next to the gate where Horizon
have been drilling

Comments about the state of the road in front of the house, our
gateway was almost a swamp with them driving their vehicles
to and fro
Little people are just collateral damage to them.

They asked us if we would sell our entrance and access!
Complete madness!!!

We now live on a little island surrounded by land purchased by
horizon, with threats of compulsory purchase

My friend
was very worried about Horizon plans, he kept
coming to see me when he received communication. When
asked what they were doing to him their attitude was “What’s
wrong with him we offered to build him a bridge”
has since
sadly passed away, the worry and Horizon attitude did not
help!!!

As a family we were ‘pro’ Wylfa B so just imagine how we

would have been treated if we were anti. They did say they
wanted to get us back on side but have done nothing to alter
our feelings.

Yours

Steve, Gwyneth & Mark
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